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SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
Credit Research Foundation and D&B
Design New/Supplemental DSO Report
Dun & Bradstreet and the Credit Research Foundation have partnered to assist the commercial
credit community by jointly creating a new and supplemental Accounts Receivable and Days Sales
Outstanding Industry Report. This report is created from Dun & Bradstreet’s robust dataset of
commercial accounts receivable payment data as provided by credit departments for credit reporting
purposes. The DSO numbers are those collected by CRF from its National Summary of Domestic Trade
Receivables (NSDTR) survey process. Where possible, Dun & Bradstreet’s A/R aging data and CRF’s
DSO numbers are presented side by side for an industry. Both sets of data are presented when the
numbers of providers and survey results meet a minimum threshold of relevance.
The report is designed to allow risk management practitioners the opportunity to assess their DSO
results/performance for internal and external benchmarking, as well as utilize the same for preference
defense purposes. The initial report representing Q4 2018 data is presented in 15 different industry
segments: Agriculture, Chemicals, Construction, Consumer Goods, Energy and Utilities, Food,
Machinery, Metals and Mining, Manufacturing, Retail, Professional and Business Services, Technology
and Electronics, Transportation, Wholesale, and Wood and Paper.
What you should know:
• The attached reports are being provided on a one-time basis for all to view
• GOING FORWARD – there will be no distribution of either report unless you contribute to
CRF’s quarterly National Summary of Domestic Trade Receivables Report

The Credit Research Foundation is extremely grateful to the Team at D&B that worked on this
product for our community. Their efforts in this regard were significant and with the singular focus of
supporting the community that we (CRF and D&B) jointly serve. A special thanks to Mr. Rich Ferrera of
D&B who spearheaded their efforts.
We hope you see and receive value in the two products, and again remind everyone that you must
contribute to the CRF efforts in order to receive the two reports in the future.
TO VIEW THE D&B REPORT CLICK HERE. TO VIEW THE CRF REPORT CLICK HERE.
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T

rade creditors dealing with a financially distressed customer must be
vigilant when deciding whether to sell product or provide services on
unsecured credit terms. There is obviously a material risk of nonpayment
if the customer defaults and files bankruptcy. However, perhaps even
more concerning, a bankruptcy trustee may seek to recover, as a
preference, sums that the creditor had received from the customer during
the 90 days prior to the bankruptcy filing.
Fortunately, trade creditors can assert numerous defenses to reduce their
preference liability. These defenses include the “subsequent new value”
defense, which has received renewed attention by the courts over the last
several years. The courts have grappled over whether the subsequent
new value defense includes both paid and unpaid new value,
or is limited to just unpaid new value. Bottom line, the extent of a trade
creditor’s preference exposure depends on whether a court allows both
paid and unpaid new value or just unpaid new value, which in turn, can
vary based on where its customer files its bankruptcy case.
On January 9, 2019, the U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the Northern District
of Illinois, in In re Calumet Photographic, Inc., ruled that any “new value”
provided by a trade creditor to a debtor must remain “unpaid” on the
bankruptcy filing date, thus limiting the amount of new value a trade
creditor can use to reduce its preference exposure. The court followed
precedent established by the United States Court of Appeals for the
Seventh Circuit (covering Illinois, Indiana and Wisconsin) that limits the
new value defense to only unpaid new value. This represents the minority
view and runs counter to the majority view that five United States Circuit
Courts of Appeal have followed allowing a creditor to include both paid
and unpaid new value as part of a creditor’s subsequent new value
defense.
It will be left to the United States Supreme Court, or Congress through
future bankruptcy legislation, to eventually resolve this split among
the United States Circuit Courts of Appeal in determining whether
the subsequent the new value defense includes both paid and unpaid
new value or is limited to just unpaid new value. The amount of a trade
creditor’s preference exposure could be at stake depending on how this
split is ultimately resolved.
Preference Claims and the New Subsequent Value Defense
A bankruptcy trustee can avoid and recover a preferential payment or
other transfer under Bankruptcy Code § 547(b) by proving that (i) the
debtor transferred its property, such as by making a payment, to or for the
benefit of a creditor; (ii) the transfer was made on account of antecedent
or existing debt that the debtor owed the creditor; (iii) the transfer was
made when the debtor was insolvent, based on a balance sheet definition
of liabilities exceeding assets, which is presumed during the 90-day
period prior to the debtor’s bankruptcy filing date; (iv) the transfer was
made during the 90-day preference period with respect to a transfer
made to a non-insider creditor of the debtor, such as a trade creditor; and
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(v) the transfer enabled the creditor to receive
more from the transfer than the creditor would
have received in a Chapter 7 liquidation of the
debtor’s assets.
Once a bankruptcy trustee proves all of the above
elements of a preference claim, a creditor then
has the burden of proving one or more of the
preference defenses contained in Bankruptcy
Code § 547(c) to reduce or eliminate its
preference liability. The subsequent new value
defense is among the defenses contained in
Bankruptcy Code § 547(c)(4), stating as follows:
[t]he trustee may not avoid under this section
a transfer . . . to or for the benefit of a creditor,
to the extent that, after such transfer, such
creditor gave new value to or for the benefit
of the debtor - . . . on account of which new
value the debtor did not make an otherwise
unavoidable transfer to or for the benefit of
such creditor (emphasis added).
The subsequent new value defense reduces a
creditor’s preference liability to the extent the
creditor replenished the debtor’s bankruptcy
estate by providing new goods and/or services
on credit terms subsequent to receiving the
preference payment. The new value defense,
like other preference defenses, is supposed to
encourage creditors to continue doing business
with and extending credit to their financially
distressed customers and thereby reduce the risk
of the customers’ bankruptcy filing. The defense
is premised on the lack of any harm to a debtor’s
other unsecured creditors when a preference
payment is followed by the preference recipient’s
delivery of goods and/or provision of services on
credit terms to the debtor.
Courts have reached conflicting conclusions
concerning whether the subsequent new value
defense includes paid, as well as unpaid new
value, or is limited to only new value that remains
unpaid as of the bankruptcy filing date. The
United States Courts of Appeal for the Fourth
Circuit (covering Maryland, North and South
Carolina, Virginia and West Virginia), the Fifth
Circuit (covering Louisiana, Mississippi and Texas),
the Eighth Circuit (covering Arkansas, Iowa,
Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska and North and
South Dakota), the Ninth Circuit (covering Arizona,
California, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Oregon and
Washington), and most recently the Eleventh
Circuit (covering Alabama, Florida and Georgia),
in In re BFW Liquidation LLC, have all held that
the subsequent new value defense includes paid
new value that was not paid by an “otherwise
unavoidable transfer”, as well as unpaid new
value. The United States Court of Appeals for
the Seventh Circuit (covering Illinois, Indiana and
Wisconsin) reached the contrary holding that new

value must remain unpaid on the bankruptcy filing
date in order to be included as part of a creditor’s
new value defense. The other United States
Circuit Courts of Appeal have not decided whether
paid new value counts as a preference defense.
Accordingly, courts in these Circuits are not bound
by either view.
Background
The Debtor, Calumet Photographic, Inc., filed
a Chapter 7 bankruptcy petition on March 12,
2014. In March 2016, the bankruptcy trustee
appointed in the case filed an adversary
proceeding against Canon U.S.A. Inc. to avoid
and recover approximately $3 million of payments
the Debtor had made to Canon during the 90
day period prior to the bankruptcy filing. Canon
raised the new value and the ordinary course of
business defenses in its answer to the preference
complaint.
The parties stipulated that Canon had provided
approximately $2.15 million in subsequent new
value to the Debtor. Of that amount, approximately
$1.35 million was on account of goods for which
Canon had not received payment from the Debtor
and which the bankruptcy trustee conceded was
subsequent new value that reduced Canon’s
preference liability. However, Canon provided
the Debtor with approximately $804,000 of
additional subsequent new value that the Debtor
had thereafter paid. Canon sought to include
this subsequent paid new value as part of its
preference defenses. The trustee argued that
Canon could not use the paid new value to reduce
Canon’s preference liability.
Canon moved for summary judgment on the
narrow purely legal question of whether courts
within the Seventh Circuit could allow a trade
creditor to reduce its preference exposure by
asserting both: (a) the unpaid new value as of
the bankruptcy filing; and (b) the new value
that debtor had paid with an avoidable transfer.
Canon argued that the Seventh Circuit’s 1986
decision, in In re Prescott, that has been cited
in support of limiting the new value defense
to only unpaid new value as of the bankruptcy
filing date, is inconsistent with the “plain and
unambiguous language” of § 547(c)(4) and §
547(c)(4)’s statutory history and important policy
considerations behind the subsequent new
value defense. Canon argued all of these factors
supported including both paid and unpaid new
value as part of its new value defense. Canon
also relied on the Seventh Circuit’s 2017 holding
in In re OneStar Long Distance, Inc., which Canon
asserted expanded the subsequent new value
defense to include paid for new value.
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The trustee opposed Canon’s summary judgment
motion and cross-moved for summary judgment.
The trustee relied on the Seventh Circuit’s
decision in Prescott and later holdings following
Prescott as binding precedent that limits the new
value defense to only unpaid new value as of the
bankruptcy filing date.

of Appeal that allow both paid and unpaid
subsequent new value.
This division among the U.S. Circuit Courts
demonstrates that a trade creditor’s ability to
defend and limit liability on a preference claim can
vary greatly depending upon where a customer
files its bankruptcy case. Even if a trade creditor is
sued in a jurisdiction following the minority view,
the creditor would be well advised to raise the
new value defense even with respect to goods
for which the debtor subsequently paid. At a
minimum, pursuing this defense may assist in
settlement negotiations with a bankruptcy trustee
that may be willing to compromise the claim rather
than risk an adverse ruling before the bankruptcy
court, or an appeals court.

Legal Analysis
The Calumet court ruled in favor of the
trustee, deciding that Canon could not use the
approximately $804,000 of paid new value
to reduce Canon’s preference exposure. The
court concluded that since it is in the Seventh
Circuit, it was duty bound to follow the precedent
established by the Seventh Circuit starting in
Prescott and followed in subsequent Seventh
Circuit rulings. These rulings follow the minority
view that limits the new value defense to only
unpaid new value as of the bankruptcy filing date.

The division among the Circuit Courts also makes
it increasingly likely that the U.S. Supreme Court,
or Congress in future bankruptcy legislation, will
eventually have to decide whether or not paid
new value should properly offset preference
exposure. It is unlikely that the last chapter of this
“paid” vs. “unpaid” debate has yet been written.
Unfortunately, the Calumet case will apparently
not be heading to the Supreme Court as Canon
did not file an appeal from the adverse holding in
the case.

The court also rejected Canon’s argument that the
Seventh Circuit’s decision in OneStar followed the
majority view allowing both paid and unpaid new
value as part of a creditor’s new value defense.
The court noted that the Seventh Circuit’s holding
in OneStar followed Seventh Circuit precedent
starting in Prescott that new value must remain
unpaid.
The court felt constrained and acknowledged that
the Seventh Circuit precedent it was following,
limiting subsequent new value to only unpaid new
value, is the minority view. The court noted that
the Fourth, Fifth, Eighth, Ninth, and most recently
the Eleventh Circuits, allow both new value paid
by an avoidable transfer and unpaid new value as
part of a creditor’s new value defense. The court
also observed that Canon had raised a number of
“interesting policy considerations” for allowing
paid new value to offset preference exposure
that encouraged the policy goal of incentivizing
trade creditors to continue to sell on open credit
terms to their economically distressed customers,
potentially avoiding the need for the customers to
file for bankruptcy at all. However, in the end, this
argument did not trump Seventh Circuit precedent
the Calumet court was bound to follow that limits
the subsequent new value defense to only unpaid
new value as of the bankruptcy filing date.

About the Authors:
Bruce S. Nathan, Esq.
Partner in Lowenstein
Sandler's Bankruptcy,
Financial Reorganization &
Creditors’ Rights Department,
has more than 30 years
experience in the bankruptcy
and insolvency field, and is
a recognized national expert
on trade creditor rights and
the representation of trade
creditors in bankruptcy and other legal matters.
Scott Cargill, Esq. of counsel
for Lowenstein Sandler, has
represented various parties
in numerous restructuring
and insolvency proceedings
in bankruptcy courts. He
has also advised clients on
such matters as the auction
and sale of debtor assets,
setoff rights, preference and
fraudulent transfer liability
issues.

Conclusion
The court in Calumet followed binding Seventh
Circuit law, which allows only unpaid subsequent
new value on the bankruptcy filing date, to
reduce a creditor’s preference liability. The
court’s ruling conflicts with the majority view
followed by five United States Circuit Courts
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Higher rates of return, faster results.
More cash flow for your business.

$
HELP
Collections | Aging Receivables | We’re Here to Help
Since 1972, AG Adjustments (AGA) has been committed
to ensuring our clients - from small businesses to
Fortune 500 companies - the highest possible rate of
return on outstanding receivables. For over 45 years
we’ve had experience delivering excellent results to our
customers. Work With Experienced Agents. Get Instant
Portfolio Updates - Anytime, Anywhere. Benefit From
the Latest Industry Information and Methods.
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The next generation of
credit management is here!

Introducing BusinessIQSM 2.0
•
•
•
•

Manage credit with ease through a modern, user-friendly interface.
Find the right businesses faster with advanced search functionality.
Automate decisions at any stage of your automation journey.
Prioritize your collections with our new collections score.

See what the next generation has in store for you.

Watch our video
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U.S. Macro Outlook: Sink or Swim?
The economic expansion should begin to move forward again.
By: Mark M. Zandi
Chief Economist
Moody's Overview
Overview
• Measures of economic growth show
considerable slowing but may be overstated.
• The Fed has responded by putting further rate
hikes on hold.
• It seems likely that businesses will continue
hiring, and reasonably graceful resolutions
to Trump’s trade war and Brexit appear more
likely than not.
• Instead of sinking, the economic expansion
should begin moving forward again.

government workers also temporarily cut into
growth. But even after adjusting for these oneoff factors, growth is currently well below the
economy’s estimated 2% growth potential.
Explaining the slowdown
Some slowing in growth was anticipated, since
last year’s growth was supercharged by deficitfinanced tax cuts. But that fiscal stimulus has
largely played out, and smallish tax refunds are
likely partly behind consumers’ recent spending
restraint.
Expectations by some
that the corporate tax
cuts and a pullback in
regulation by the Trump
administration would
prompt a significant
and sustained increase
in investment, and
ultimately productivity
growth, have yet to
materialize.

The U.S. economy in
early 2019 has all but
stalled out. First-quarter
real GDP growth is barely
tracking in positive
territory. This is a big
comedown from the
nearly 4% annualized
growth the economy
enjoyed just a few
quarters ago.
Consumers have paused
their spending since
Christmas, as core retail
sales have gone flat
and vehicle sales have dipped. Housing has also
flatlined. Home sales and housing construction
have been largely unchanged for the past year.
New orders for nondefense capital goods, a
barometer of business investment, have been
largely unchanged since last summer. The trade
deficit is quickly widening due to the struggling
global economy and strong U.S. dollar. Even the
stalwart job market appears to have throttled
back.

Some of the slowdown
was by design. The
Federal Reserve raised
interest rates four times
last year, which increased the federal funds rate
by a full percentage point. Long-term rates,
including mortgages rates, also rose sharply.
The Fed was responding to the stimulus-juiced
growth and unemployment that had fallen into the
3s, well below most estimates of full employment.
High and rising stock values and real estate
prices also raised worries of overheated asset
markets. The higher rates worked to cool things
off.

To be sure, the growth slowdown may be
overstated. Residual seasonality, which has
plagued the GDP accounts since the financial
crisis, depresses measured growth in the first
quarter and adds to growth in the second and
third quarters. The record-long government
shutdown also played havoc with the data coming
from government agencies, suggesting that
the data are less reliable. All the downtime for

But the pullback in growth has been much more
than expected. Federal government spending has
come in well shy of that authorized in the budget
deal lawmakers agreed to a year ago. That twoyear budget deal significantly ramped up both
defense and nondefense outlays, but at least so
far, only spending on defense has kept pace with
expectations. In our September 2018 outlook,
federal spending was projected to increase
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by nearly $100 billion
between early 2018 and
early this year.

last year when the trade
negotiations weren’t
going so well. His trade
advisers are pressuring
to hold the course on the
negotiations in order to
get a more substantive
agreement in place to
address the protection
of U.S. intellectual
property and access
to Chinese markets by
U.S. companies. But
the president will lose
patience when the stock
market does, and will thus likely settle soon,
relenting to a face-saving arrangement.

In this month’s outlook,
the spending increase is
only about half that, and
it occurs through the
end of 2019.
President Trump’s
trade war has also done
more damage to the
global economy than
contemplated. Global
growth would have been weighed down by
Brexit and China’s crackdown on runaway credit
growth, but the trade war has piled on. Global
businesses have been particularly unnerved, not
knowing where the Trump administration might
go next with its tariffs or just how high it would
raise them. Businesses have put their capital
expenditure plans on hold until they get clarity.

Brexit has turned messy as the late-March
deadline for the U.K. to leave the EU fast
approaches. Given the gravity of the break,
and the complicated politics involved, this is
not at all surprising. As push comes to shove,
the British are expected to agree to adopt
something akin to Prime Minister Theresa May’s
Brexit proposal, which would keep the U.K. in
the customs union for goods trade with the EU
to await the technology needed for the U.K.
to leave without having to erect a hard border
between the Irish Republic and Northern Ireland.
Brexiteers will be upset, but they’ll get most
of what they want in control over the country’s
immigration and trade in services. If May’s
proposal fails, while disappointing, the fallback
will be to push the Brexit decision out for at
least another couple of years. Either way, Brexit
should not be an economic cliff event, save for
the British.

Explaining the revival
While the economic expansion is listing, it is
not expected to sink. Instead, it should begin
moving forward again. The Fed has responded to
the slower growth by putting further rate hikes
on hold and preparing financial markets for an
end to quantitative tightening. Long-term rates
have declined, the stock market has rebounded,
and there are some hopeful signs around the
spring home-selling season. The fiscal stimulus
from the tax cuts is spent, but while government
spending hasn’t increased as expected, it is still
expected to increase, adding to growth this year.
An economic revival also rests on businesses
continuing to hire, even if not at the heady
pace of recent years. This seems likely with the
job market about as tight as it has ever been.
Businesses are loath to curtail hiring lest they
get caught short of workers if the economy
does indeed rebound. Stopping and restarting
the search and qualification process for workers
is difficult and costly. Job growth must simply
remain above the approximately 100,000
jobs per month needed to maintain stable
unemployment—less than half the pace of job
growth last year. More jobs, low unemployment,
and accelerating wage growth are the financial
fodder needed to revive consumer spending.

Explaining the end
While the U.S. economic expansion should
continue and become the longest in history
this summer, it will be more of a grind. With the
economy operating beyond full employment,
it will at some point need to slow enough
for unemployment to increase, otherwise
by definition it will overheat. Currently tame
inflation means this isn’t imminent, but it is
inevitable. Once unemployment begins to
increase, even from a low level, history shows
it is all but impossible to avoid recession. The
difference between expansion and recession
is the state of the psyche of households,
businesses and investors, which is readily
shaken by rising unemployment.

Reasonably graceful resolutions to Trump’s trade
war and Brexit would also be helpful, and both
are more likely than not. The president appears
anxious to cut a deal with China to avoid another
rout in the stock market like that at the end of

The clock will be ticking down the end of the
business cycle when inflation accelerates
in earnest. Arguably the most important
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precondition for this,
accelerating wage
growth, is already in
place. The broad array of
wage statistics suggest
annual wage growth
is close to 3.5%, an
important threshold for
pressuring businesses’
profit margins and thus
their desire to raise
prices more aggressively.

Soft rent growth may
also have been a factor.
Housing costs are a large
part of measured prices,
and overbuilding in the
high-end apartment
market has depressed
rents. However, high-end
apartment construction
has moderated, and
construction of more
affordable housing
continues to fall short of
demand. The vacancy
rate across the entire
housing stock is at a
30-year low and set to
decline further.

This threshold could
increase, but that
would require stronger
productivity growth,
which currently seems
stuck below 1.5% per
annum.

So rent growth and
consumer prices for
housing should pick up.

However, the dots
between wage growth
and inflation have been
harder to connect so far
in this business cycle.
One reason may be
last year’s massive corporate tax cuts, which
significantly increased businesses’ after-tax
margins and allayed their need to raise prices
more aggressively. Businesses used the cash
windfall from their tax cut to increase share
repurchases, pay out more dividends, hike
wages, and moderate price increases for their
wares. But with the tax windfall largely spent, the
link between wages and prices should become
clearer.

Inflation and inflation
expectations thus appear
close to an inflection
point, and with it the
beginning of the end of the current economic
expansion.

About the Author:
Mark M. Zandi is Chief
Economist of Moody’s
Analytics, where he directs
economic research. Moody’s
Analytics, a subsidiary of
Moody’s Corp., is a provider
of economic research, data
and analytical tools.
Dr. Zandi conducts regular
briefings on the economy
for corporate boards, trade
associations, and policymakers at all levels. He is
often quoted in national and global publications
and interviewed by major news media outlets,
and is a frequent guest on CNBC, NPR, CNN,
Meet the Press, and various other national
networks and news programs.

Low oil prices in recent years also could have
masked the link between wages and prices. Oil
prices have a direct impact on the prices of most
goods and a critical indirect impact via inflation
expectations, because the cost of gasoline is
one price most people see every day. Investor
inflation expectations as implied by bond yields
also appear sensitive to the ups and downs in
the price of oil. Just as long as oil prices don’t
slide any time soon—it seems they won't, given
the loss of much of Venezuelan and Iranian
crude to global markets—oil’s veil over typical
wage-price dynamics should lift.
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The Impact of Cannabis on the Risk Management Process
Credit Research Foundation 2019
By: Matt Skudera
Vice President of Education and Research
Credit Research Foundation
Why a Cannabis Study?
This study was performed due to a significant number of inquiries from CRF
members faced with process, legal and in some cases, moral concerns.
The impacts traverse MANY industries: shipping, packaging, growers,
security, chemical, banking, transportation, plumbing, electrical – JUST TO
NAME A FEW.
Please note: CRF does not condone or support the use of cannabis, either
medically or recreationally, and the Foundation is simply providing research
results to a previously unexplored and now growing industry.
The proliferation of the legal cannabis industry
can be categorized in two parts - medical and
recreational. At the close of 2018, 30 states
allowed some form of cannabis use. The majority
of the 30 states authorized cannabis (or related
products) for medical usage, with a small number
approving recreational consumption.

•

•

The purpose of this survey was to assess the
impacts on the B2B risk management discipline
across legal, operational and process-related
issues and tasks. Members are continuously
seeking education and operating parameters as
they are faced with adding this business segment
into their overall portfolio.

•

It has been surprising to witness the number
of industry segments impacted by this growing
industry.

•

The following is a selection of survey responses:

11

In excess of one-third of all respondents
indicate a business presence in the industry,
with the majority selling into the “medical
cannabis” segment, however, CRF has
received many inquiries regarding B2B
transactions in the legal recreational cannabis
market as well.
Indications are that the medical side of the
business is sold on credit (terms granted) with
the recreational side on a cash-in-advance
basis. It should be noted that this includes
both direct and indirect sales.
The forms of payment received to clear
accounts receivable vary widely, with the
majority (19%) receiving a traditional check.
Interestingly, almost 100% of payments are
received in less than 30 days late from the
due date (80% prompt and 20% less than 30
days late).
As of the survey offering (January 2019) there
is no indication of payment default within the
respondents’ portfolios.
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Question

Do you currently sell on
credit to customers
indirectly involved (i.e.,
distributors) in the
cannabis/marijuana
industry (whether or not
they’re located in your
company’s home state)
(select one)?

Graphical Presentation

Comments

Similar to the
previous question,
credit professionals
are selling to
indirect suppliers
using traditional
payment methods.

83.8%
No
Yes

16.2%

0%

20%

40%

Question

60%

80%

100%

Graphical Presentation

Comments

Other (please specify)
69.4%

What payment methods
do your customers
directly involved in the
legal cannabis/marijuana
industry use (select all
that apply)?

Not Applicable - no customers in
that industry
Other - Please Specify
Cryptocurrency (Bitcoin, Etherium,
etc.)
Business Credit Card

11.1%
5.6%

Personal Credit Card

13.9%

ACH / Wire Transfer

8.3%

Cashiers Check / Money Order

2.8%

Personal Check

19.4%

Although alternate
payment types are
used, company
check is the most
common form of
payment (nearly
20% of all
transactions)

Company Check

5.6%

Cash
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%
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Final Thoughts
By all accounts, the cannabis business is an
expanding industry segment, entangled with both
moral, legal and process issues. From the results
of this survey and the numerous comments/
questions that CRF has received from its
members, the B2B risk management professional
will eventually be impacted either directly or
indirectly.

This market, and the credit practices associated
with its sale and the collection of the resulting
receivables, will continue to unfold and develop
their own legal, operational and behavioral trends.
Since the Federal Government defines cannabis
as a narcotic, the collections process and how
debts are retired (collected) remains a question.
Can the banking system accept? Do normal
bankruptcy laws apply? Can ACH payments be
accepted? And on and on . . . .

Does your collection agency guarantee they will
increase your revenue?

WE
DO
Take the Caine & Weiner

Champion Challenge
COMPETITION IS HEALTHY

Let us challenge your current agency — you have nothing to lose and everything to gain!
For more information, contact:
Joe Batie (818) 251-1713
joe.batie@caine-weiner.com
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Impacts and Influences of Online Purchases
Credit Research Foundation 2018
By: Matt Skudera
Vice President of Education and Research
Credit Research Foundation
At the end of 2018 CRF conducted a survey on
the Impacts and influences of Online Purchases
on the risk management discipline. The survey
was designed to capture how sales are treated,
where title passes, how the credit review process
is impacted and how sales tax related to these
purchases is processed.

•

•

The survey highlighted the overall impact of
online purchases, with 87% selling online. It
is also interesting to note that the majority of
respondents sell to both Amazon and through
their own online purchasing portals equally - a
50/50 split.

•

•

The following is a selection of responses:
• As noted above, firms appear to be selling
through both channels of “online” distribution
- in-house and Amazon.
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The question pertaining to the possession and
“title” of goods showed that approximately
40% of those selling through online providers
are not taking title to the goods. Of greater
importance is that over 90% of these
respondents have no recourse or consignment
arrangement related to these sales.
A majority of respondents also anticipate that
“online” sales will continue to grow.
Since 55% of respondents indicated that
invoiced product is subject to state sales tax,
the majority have integrated tax platforms into
their billing systems.
Over 80% of credit checks conducted for
“online” purchases are manual, highlighting
a systemic issue ripe for the development of
enhancements to billing systems.

©2019 Credit Research Foundation
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About the Author:
Matt Skudera is Vice
President of Research/
Education and an Officer of
the Foundation. Prior to CRF,
Matt spent the past 25 years
in positions of increasing
responsibility in Credit and
Financial Shared Services.
Matt’s experience
includes an extensive set of responsibilities
across a diverse group of consumer products,
pharmaceutical, manufacturing and service firms
such as Coach Inc, Pfizer, Dun & Bradstreet,
Creditek, Credit2B and Union Camp Corporation.

Final Thoughts
These survey results represent the current trends
in online sales. It is evident this growing trend
has created both change and opportunity for
the risk management professional. What might
be the most salient point is that direct shipment
of online sales has created an assurance gap
as approximately 40% of those sales were
conducted on an informal consignment basis.
Based on current growth trends and the
anticipation for its continuance, risk management
professionals may (hopefully) see more
sophisticated and integrated approval tools
supported by recourse and consignment
agreements, thus addressing the issue of title and
sales tax.

WWW.CABCOLLECTS.COM
1(800) 800-4523

Creditors Adjustment Bureau

EXCELLENCE IN COLLECTIONS SINCE 1954
COMMERCIAL COLLECTIONS, LITIGATION, INTERNATIONAL COLLECTIONS,
BANKRUPTCY RECOVERY, FIRST PARTY OUTSOURCING, SEMINAR & WORKSHOPS.
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Financial Success.
You’ve Built The Road.

We’re your key to ensuring its horizon always stays bright.
With 92 years of experience, our full-service collection agency
maximizes recovery, providing lower collection costs, a stronger
cash position, and the opportunity to retain the continued
business of delinquent accounts.

WE ARE

S E RV I N G A M E R I C A N B U S I N E S S A N D I N D U S T RY S I N C E 1 9 2 7.
CSTCOINC .COM

PHONE : 80 0 - 626 -5873
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A Review of Delinquent Accounts Placed
with Certified Third-Party Collection Agencies

How 2018 Measures Up to Previous Years
By: Annette M. Waggoner
Executive Director
Commercial Collection Agencies of America

For the purposes of this analysis, the association
has studied the last three (3) years, (twelve
quarters) and made notations of historical
statistics where applicable. It should be noted
that since membership has changed over the
years, adjustments have been made to previous
reports to reflect additions and deletions of
members to give an accurate comparison.
Further, when historical numbers are quoted, only
current members’ historical numbers are utilized
when analyzing placements. Over the years,
analysis has proven that any change over eight
percent (8%) is considered significant.

A mission of Commercial Collection Agencies of
America is to be the premier industry resource
to the credit community by furnishing insightful
data. A primary path is to consistently supply
credit practitioners with useful, analytical
resources by way of a scope into the commercial
collection industry.
One of these resources is the analysis of
commercial accounts placed with third-party
agencies for collection. Credit practitioners
routinely use this data, most effectively, when
interfacing with their sales teams and upper
management, as well as in benchmarking
exercises.

NUMBER OF ACCOUNTS PLACED FOR
COLLECTION

The data is gathered in accordance with a
certification requirement mandated by an
Independent Standards Board, to submit
quarterly account placement reports by each of
the member agencies of Commercial Collection
Agencies of America. The requirement coupled
with numerous others are promulgated by the
Board to create an unparalleled certification
program which aids and protects the credit
community.

The association studies the number of accounts
placed for collection and their movements
between quarters within a particular year and
compares those movements from year to year.
Fourth Quarter
When we compare the number of accounts
placed for collection in the fourth quarter of
2018 to the fourth quarters of the previous years,
we see a notable increase of 10.3% from the
placements in 4Q 2017, and an increase of 3.16%
from placements in 4Q 2016.

The compilation of this data allows the
Association to produce an aggregate,
comprehensive, quarter-by-quarter analysis for
both the credit and collection industries.

Third Quarter
When we compare the number of accounts
placed for collection in the third quarter of 2018
to the third quarters of the previous years, the
placements impressively increased at a rate of
19.44% from 3Q 2017, yet decreased 7.69% from
3Q 2016.

To prepare this report, three indices are
examined:
✔✔ The number of accounts placed for
collection (received by agencies)
✔✔ The dollar amount of accounts placed for
collection (received by agencies)
✔✔ The resulting average-sized account
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NUMBER OF ACCOUNTS PLACED FOR COLLECTION
An increase from 2007-2009
A significant decline from 2010-2013
Numerous fluctuations between quarters in 2014 and 2015
A steady increase in 2016 until the fourth quarter
2017 showed a consistent decrease from Q1 to Q3, followed by a < 1% increase from Q3 to Q4
2018 showed increases over 2017 and 2016
2018 by quarter showed a 4% decrease from Q1 to Q2, a 5% increase from Q2 to Q3
and a 6.8% decrease from Q3 to Q4

Second Quarter
When we compare the number of accounts
placed for collection in the second quarter of
2018 to the second quarters of the previous
years, the placements increased a modest
2.55% from 2Q 2017, and increased 4.75% when
compared to 2Q 2016.

In 2017 placements in the third and fourth
quarters were relatively the same, experiencing
only a modest decrease from 3Q 2017 to 4Q 2017.

First Quarter
When we compare the number of accounts
placed for collection in the first quarter of 2018
to the first quarters of the previous years, we see
an increase of 4.22% from the placements in 1Q
2017, and a significant increase of 15.91% from
the placements in 1Q 2016.

Full Year Review
For FY 2018 the number of accounts placed for
collection was 8.81% higher than FY 2017 and
3.32% higher than FY 2016.

In 2016 we saw a significant drop when
comparing fourth quarter placements to third
quarter placements.

DOLLAR AMOUNT OF ACCOUNTS PLACED FOR
COLLECTION
Another measure used is the dollar amount of
accounts placed for collection.

Movement Between Quarters
Atypically, the third quarters of 2018 and 2016
registered the largest number of accounts
placed for collection, while in 2017 that title
went to the first quarter. As we have reported
in the past, usually our research bears out that
credit practitioners place the largest number of
accounts with third party agencies prior to yearend to accommodate write-off policies. Most
notably was in 2015 when there was a strong
26% gain in the number of accounts placed for
collection in the fourth quarter when compared
to the third quarter. The Association will further
study with credit managers why this trend has
changed.

In 2018 the results were as follows:
Fourth Quarter
When we compare the dollar amount of accounts
placed for collection in the fourth quarter of 2018
to the fourth quarters of the previous years, we
see an increase of 13.15% over the dollar amount
of placements in 4Q 2017, and a sharp 10%
decline from the placements in 4Q 2016.
Third Quarter
The dollar amount of accounts placed for
collection in the third quarter of 2018 compared
to the third quarters of the previous years was
11.4% higher than the dollar amount of accounts
placed in 3Q 2017, and 2.52% lower than the
dollar amount of accounts placed in 3Q 2016.

In 2018 the number of accounts placed in the
fourth quarter dropped 6.8% from the number of
accounts placed in the third quarter.
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DOLLAR AMOUNT OF ACCOUNTS PLACED FOR COLLECTION
A consistent increase for the period of 2007-2009
A consistent decline for the period of 2010 to 2013
Fluctuations from quarter to quarter in 2014
The highest levels of dollar amount of accounts placed in 2015, 2016 & 1Q 2017, followed by a steady
decline in placements for the remainder of 2017
An impressive comeback in 2018

Second Quarter
When we compare the dollar amount of accounts
placed for collection in the second quarter of
2018 to the second quarters of the previous
years, the placements increased 11.62% when
compared to 2Q 2017, and decreased 2.25% when
compared 2Q 2016.

From 1Q 2017 to 4Q 2017 there was a significant
decline in the dollar amount of accounts placed
for collection. The first quarter of 2017 exhibited
the largest dollar amount of accounts placed for
collection of any previous quarter. The third and
fourth quarters were relatively flat.
From 1Q 2016 to 4Q 2016 the dollar amount of
accounts placed for collection increased by 6.15%.

First Quarter
When we compare the dollar amount of accounts
placed for collection in the first quarter of 2018 to
the first quarters of the previous years, we see a
4.26% increase from the placements in 1Q 2017,
which is the smallest increase of all quarters,
and unlike the other quarter movements which
declined when compared to 2016, Q1 2018 was
4.73% higher than 1Q 2016.

A review of the archives gives us a historical
perspective on the dollar amount of accounts
placed for collection:
AVERAGE-SIZED ACCOUNT
During the last twelve (12) quarters, our analysis
shows that the average dollar amount of a
delinquent receivable placed with a certified
commercial collection agency ranges from
just below $3,000 to slightly less than $4,000,
which is considerably higher than previous years
studied.

A Look at the Full Year Activity for 2016-2018
Clearly 1Q 2018 and 2Q 2018 showed the largest
dollar amount of accounts placed for collection
when looking at the full year. 3Q 2018 dipped
nearly 9% from the dollar amount of accounts
placed for collection in 2Q 2018, only to see a
slight rebound of 2.61% in 4Q 2018.

Fourth Quarter
The average-sized account in 4Q 2018 showed
a 2.6% increase from the average-sized account
in 4Q 2017, but severely declined by12.79% when
compared to 4Q 2016 (it should be noted that the

AVERAGE-SIZED ACCOUNT
Consistent increase between 2007 to 2013
In 2014 a decrease from previous years
2015 increased each quarter until the last quarter
2016 continued to rise - higher than the average-sized accounts during 2007-2014
The average-sized account for 2016 was higher than 2017 and 2018
In 2017 the average-sized account stayed consistent throughout the quarters
In 2018 the average-sized account was higher than in 2017
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4Q 2016 average-sized account was the highest
in the twelve [12] months studied).

SUMMARY
Last year we stated that certified agency
members of Commercial Collection Agencies of
America, who are tenured practitioners in their
field, were optimistic that they will see increases
in the indices studied in 2018. Our research
shows that they realized those increases.

Third Quarter
The average sized account in 3Q 2018 was 6.72%
lower than in 3Q 2017, but 5.63% higher than in
3Q 2016 (it should be noted that the 3Q 2016
average-sized account was the lowest in the
twelve [12] months studied).

While we look to the economic indicators such
as GDP growth, manufacturing output and
employment, especially in manufacturing, we
must also recognize that credit practitioners
realize the necessity of promptly placing
delinquent accounts with third party agencies.

Second Quarter
The average-sized account in 2Q 2018 was 8.84%
higher when compared to 2Q 2017, and 6.68%
lower when compared to 2Q 2016.
First Quarter
The average-sized account in 1Q 2018 was within
$2 of the average-sized account in 1Q 2017, yet it
was 9.63% lower than the average-sized account
in 1Q 2016.

Another one of the Association’s studies indicates
that the probability of full collection on a
delinquent account drops drastically according
to the length of the delinquency. We routinely
share our studies with credit practitioners and
encourage the services of a certified commercial
collection agency on a regular basis to ensure a
healthy cash flow.

Full Year Overview
From 1Q 2018 to 4Q 2018 there was nominal
fluctuation between the average-sized accounts
from quarter to quarter. From 1Q 2018 to 2Q 2018
the average-sized account increased 6.88%,
from 2Q to 3Q 2018 the average-sized account
decreased 13.33% and from 3Q to 4Q 2018, the
average-sized account increased 10%.

About the Author:
Annette M. Waggoner
is the Executive Director,
Commercial Collection
Agencies of America.
She may be contacted at:
847-907-4670 office
Email her at:
awaggoner@
commercialcollectionagenciesofamerica.com

In past years the average-sized account
decreased slightly from 1Q 2017 to 4Q 2017. The
average-sized account in 2017 was approximately
$200 less than the average-sized account for
FY 2016. From 1Q 2016 to 4Q 2016 the averagesized account increased over 5%.
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The Platinum Standard of
Collection Agency Certification
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Named by The Credit Research Foundation as a Platinum Partner, Commercial
Collection Agencies of America is proud to offer a superior certification program
Standards of the unparalleled certification:
4 Rigorous Requirements - set by an Independent Standards Board, comprised of a cross-section of the ARM
industry, ensure agencies’ accountability and professionalism
4 Proper Bonding & Licensing - agencies are required to obtain surety bond coverage and be licensed or
registered in the cities and states in which they have offices, as required by law
4 Financial and Operational Oversight - review of trust accounts, random audits and on-going evaluations
conducted by knowledgeable industry professionals
4 Education - annual continuing education requirements strengthen members’ expertise.

Choose an agency whose certification is the prototype and standard
for third party commercial agency membership within the CRF.
For more information, please contact Executive Director,
Annette M. Waggoner at awaggoner@commercialcollectionagenciesofamerica.com or call 847-907-4670
or visit our website at www.commercialcollectionagenciesofamerica.com

CCofA_Gold-Platinum_Ad.indd 1
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TAKE THE
RISK OUT OF
CREDIT RISK
ANALYSIS
How do you decide
who to extend credit to?
We make determining a company's
creditworthiness easy. Use our
predictive analytics for more
confident decisions.
Credit Risk Score and
+ Business
Business Failure Risk Score help

predict the likelihood of a company
incurring a 90-day delinquency or
going out of business.

Business Credit
+ Comprehensive
Reports – even data on small to
mid-size companies.

Principal Credit Reports
+ Business
offer personal credit information on
the business owner. And, it’s a soft
credit pull. We’re one of the only
firms offering this!

Visit creditplus.com/business for
more information or contact Greg Plunkett:
email: gplunkett@creditplus.com

call: 720.737.1206

LEARN MORE:
© 2019 Credit Plus, Inc.
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call: 800.258.3488
email: info@creditplus.com
web: creditplus.com/business
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Cyber Security Tips for Finance Professionals
By: Mike Lazzaro
Marketing Content Specialist
ABC-Amega Inc

Editor’s Note: Some of the content for this
article was provided by Dave Newell of Loptr
LLC.
Practicing good cybersecurity habits have
become second nature in our personal lives.
We wouldn’t leave our social security number,
a credit card or checkbook out when there are
contractors at our house, nor would we provide
personal information to someone calling to claim
they are from our bank or credit card company
without verification. These are the same types
of things we shouldn’t do with our company’s
information.

expecting, be very cautious. When in doubt, send
the message to your IT team to review and verify
before clicking any links or downloading any files.
It is also a good idea to implement a more secure
way of trading sensitive files, internally, that
doesn’t involve email.
Train Your Team
Understand threats and focus on key behaviors
that staff should follow. Focus on critical
activities that are in policies, such as Acceptable
Use Policy. This policy informs users what the
company’s rules and regulations are, as it relates
to online security. Create posters and reminders
to help your team keep security at the top of
mind. Companies can also perform live training
exercises that simulate cyber-attacks. Cymulate
and Skybox Security are companies that can
produce a simulated attack. These companies
can determine possible threats and weaknesses
and prepare a plan to heighten network security.
Companies should also continuously train staff
on cybersecurity and stress the importance
of maintaining safety, both at home and in the
office. Employees receive countless fraudulent
emails per week, so it is recommended that IT
departments communicate any potential threats
that might be circulating; and employees should
immediately report any suspicious activity they
encounter to their IT team.

Don’t leave business data unprotected – it seems
simple enough, but companies are under constant
attack. It’s important to educate yourself as
well as your staff to prevent the ‘bad guys’ from
harming your company or your customers. Here
are five tips for stronger network security.
Phish Yourself
Organizations should perform test phishing to
prepare for potential legitimate phishing attacks
by teaching staff what phishing looks like, making
it easier for employees to recognize and prevent
these type of attacks from happening. As a best
practice, companies should send phishing tests
to staff on a weekly basis, as well as educate
them on how to prevent spear phishing attacks.
A spear phishing attack is when someone from
outside of the organization targets a specific
individual with the intent to steal data, install
malware, or defraud the company financially. An
example of spear phishing is when an imposter
claims to be someone from inside the company,
but who may be out of the office – and asks an
employee to wire them money or pay an urgent
invoice. In this scenario, the imposter’s email
appears to be from your boss, a coworker or
someone else who has payment authorization
abilities (achieved with email spoofing). The
underlying theme with phishing and spear
phishing is that email can be tough to trust
nowadays. If an email seems suspicious, it
very well may be. When someone sends you a
link or an attachment via email that you’re not

Use Better Passwords
There are plenty of ways for hackers to crack
passwords by using standard techniques, and
this makes both personal and business accounts
vulnerable. It is suggested that you don’t use
your name or children’s names for passwords, as
well as any common personal information. The
National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) has suggested that long passwords are
better than the previous recommendation for
eight character passwords. A good guideline
for creating a longer, complex password is to
combine three words, capitalize one of them and
add a two- or three-digit number. This will create
a password that is about sixteen to twenty-five
characters in length, which are next to impossible
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for people to crack. NIST suggested that these
passwords won’t have to be changed, unless
of course you know for a fact that they have
somehow been compromised.

and other bugs. Many companies only look at
one aspect of patching, which is to patch the
Microsoft Windows Operating system. The truth is
that other programs, web browsers, and devices
all need to be patched. Hackers have been known
to attack audiovisual and telephone systems,
which can give them access to much more than
just information on a network server. Patching
isn’t a one and done activity; it should be done as
often as patches are sent in, sometimes monthly.
If programs or devices give the opportunity, it is a
good idea to set up automatic patches, and you’ll
know that patching is being done as often as it
needs to be.

Use Two Factor Authentication
Two-factor Authentication is an extra layer of
security used to make sure that people trying to
access an online account are who they say they
are. First, a user will enter their username and
password, but before access to the account is
granted, they are required to provide another
piece of verifying information. The second factor
could come from a text message, voice message
or a push notification to a cell phone. Once the
user is authenticated, access to the account will
be given.

As cyber-attacks become more common,
businesses in every industry are falling victim.
Companies should continuously educate their
employees on security. Being aware of breaches
at other companies is not sufficient; neither is a
reaction to individual security problems at your
own organization. Active involvement is key to
addressing the risks of illegal cyber activities.

Patch Software
A patch is a change to a computer program
or software that is designed to fix, update or
improve it. Patches will fix security vulnerabilities

Learn More About Our Next Two Forums for 2019

Seattle - Forum & EXPO - August 12-14, 2019
for more information CLICK HERE

Washington, D.C. - Forum - October 14-16, 2019
for more information CLICK HERE
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90 years of keeping promises
Making good on the promise
Successful business relationships come down to keeping promises.
Making
ongood
the
promise
ABC-Amega
works withgood
clients to make
on the
debts they’re owed
- demonstrating
our own
pledge of effective
partnership
along
the way.
Successful business
relationships
come down
to keeping
promises.

We believe successful business
relationships
works with clients to make good on the debts they’re owed
Making
good on ABC-Amega
the promise

Third-party
- demonstrating our own
pledge of effective partnership along the way.
commercial
Successful
business
relationships
come
down
to
keeping
promises.
come down to promisesABC-Amega
being kept.
works with clients to make good on the debts they’re
owedcollection
debt
- demonstrating our own pledge of effective
partnershipcommercial
along the way.
First-party accounts
Successful business relationships come Third-party
down to keeping
promises.
ABC-Amega is proud toABC-Amega
celebrate
our
collection
receivable managment /
works with clients to make good ondebt
the debts
they’re
owed
First-party
accounts
collections
outsourcing
- demonstrating our own pledge of effective
partnershipcommercial
along the way.
Third-party
First-party
receivable managment
/ accounts
90th year of helping companies make good
debt collection
receivable managment /
collections outsourcing
collections outsourcing
commercial
First-party accounts
on the commercial debtsThird-party
they’re owed.
debt collection
receivable managment
/
Credit
and accounts
collections outsourcing
Third-party commercial
First-party
accounts
receivable education
Industry credit
Credit and accounts
debt collection
receivable
managment
group services
receivable
education
and/ training
collections
outsourcing
andand
training
Industry credit
Credit
accounts
group services
receivable education
ABC-Amega is proudly certified by the CLLA/IACC and the CCA of A, and is a long-time CRF Platinum Partner.
and training Industry credit
Industry credit
Credit and accounts
800.732.0206 | info@abc-amega.com
services
ABC-Amega isgroup
proudly certified
by thegroup
CLLA/IACC
and the CCA of A, and is a long-time CRF Platinum Partner.
services
receivable education
YEARS
ABC-AMEGA.COM
and training
Industry
credit
Credit and accounts
800.732.0206
| info@abc-amega.com
ABC-AMEGA.COM
group
services
receivable
education
ABC-Amega is proudly certified by the CLLA/IACC and the CCA of A, and is a long-time CRF Platinum Partner.
and training

Making good on the promise

90

800.732.0206 | info@abc-amega.com
ABC-Amega is proudly certified by the CLLA/IACC and the CCA of A, and is a long-time CRF Platinum Partner.
ABC-AMEGA.COM
800.732.0206 | info@abc-amega.com
ABC-AMEGA.COM

Making good on the promise since 1929

800.732.0206 | INFO@ABC-AMEGA.COM | ABC-AMEGA.COM
ABC-Amega is proudly certified by the CLLA/IACC and the CCA of A, and is a long-time sponsor of CRF
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Highlights from the March 2019 CRF Forum
3) The FIRST time there was literally only one
“no show” given the hundreds of attendees.
4) And finally, the FIRST time for many
attendees to see sunshine and warm
temperatures for 4 straight days since Old
Man Winter set in!

After a long winter, the Credit Research
Foundation Community gathered in Tucson for
what attendees said was another outstanding
Forum. The sellout meeting was supported
with a number of dynamic speakers who shared
their thoughts on leading topics impacting the
discipline.
Included were a number of “FIRSTS” for CRF:
1) Our FIRST “Women’s Networking” event
supported by Arent Fox.
2) Our FIRST Monday morning optional
education session – this time on
escheatment.

A few highlights of the meeting are below.
Hope to see everyone in Seattle – and don’t
forget to check out our upcoming Forum
locations . . . the focus is always educational
content, but we haven’t forgotten your environs.

Educational Takeaways
• Escheatment - The latest strategies and
process requirements
• Technology - Future impacts on risk
management
• NAFTA 2.0 - What Credit Managers need to
know
• Cannabis - The legalities of selling into this
“growing” market
• Chief Restructuring Officer Role - The
responsibilities risk management executives
need to understand
• Terms Pushback Strategy - How to
effectively manage the dos and don’ts

Networking
The Hallmark of CRF FORUMS - NETWORKING with the Discipline's "BEST"!
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Thank You!
To our Presenters at the March Forum in Tucson
The Digital Transformation of Order-to-Cash
Flint Lane, CEO & Founder, Billtrust
Economic Update
William Strauss, Sr, Economist and Economic Advisor
Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago
Terms Pushback
Scott Blakeley, Esq, Blakeley LLP
Frank Sebastian, Director of Credit Services, adidas INDY LLC
Judy Wagner, Director of Corporate Credit, Roche Diagnostics Corp
What to Consider When Operating Under the New NAFTA (The USMCA)
Nancy Noonan, Esq and Jordana Renert, Esq, Partners, Arent Fox
Jonathan Randle, Export Compliance Manager, Axon
Global Economy
Byron Shoulton, SVP & International Economist, FCIA Management Co Inc
Cannabis
Andrew Behlmann, Esq and Jeffrey Prol, Esq, Lowenstein Sandler LLP
Chief Restructuring Officer Role
Brian Fox, Chief Restructuring Officer, Tom Hill, Managing Director and
Mark Greenberg, Esq, Rich Newman, Esq and Seth Waschitz, Esq,
Unsecured Creditors Committee Team, Alvarez & Marsal
CRF Special Education Program on Escheatment
Rafael Zahralddin-Aravena, Esq and Eric Sutty, Esq, Elliott Greenleaf
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CRF Forum Speakers and Presenters
Tucson, Arizona
October 18 - 20, 2019
Judy Wagner

Scott Blakeley, Esq

Byron Shoulton

Frank Sebastian

Bill Balduino

Jeffrey Prol, Esq

Andrew Behlmann, Esq

Seth Waschitz, Esq

Brian Fox

Flint Lane

Mark Greenberg, Esq

Rich Newman, Esq

Tom Hill

Forum Session

Bill Strauss

Jordana Renert

Nancy Noonan

Jonathan Randle

Open Forum

Frank Sebastian
Matt Skudera

Photos by Tom Diana
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We Aren’t Robots
Critical thinking is our edge.

PEOPLE. PROCESS. PERFORMANCE.
At NCS, we don’t mindlessly process your information.
We are not an algorithm. We are not software as a service.
We are experts. We provide options and work diligently to do what’s best for your company.

Contact us today to secure more sales!
Mention “CRFN1” to be entered in a drawing to win a $100 Amazon Gift Card.
®

NCScredit.com
800.826.5256
NCSsales@NCScredit.com

Securing Your Tomorrow ®

Collection Services | UCC Services | Notice & Mechanic’s Lien Services | Education & Resources
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Platinum Partner Updates
ABC-Amega is celebrating its 90-year anniversary
in 2019. It was founded as The American Bureau of
Collections in 1929 in Buffalo, NY.

In January, Billtrust announced that it had received
several awards driven by employee feedback.
• Best Company Culture, Best Company Compensation
and Best Company CEOs (that support women in the
workplace) by “Comparably”.
• 100 Best Places to Work in Colorado 2019 by “Built in
Colorado”.

The Commercial Collection Agency of America announced
that its newly elected Board of Directors was named on January
16, 2019: Bruce Godwin of Williams, Babbit and Weisman, Inc.
(President), Meg Scotty of Brennan & Clark Ltd. (Past President),
Pete Roth of CST Company (Vice President), Fred Wasserspring
of Lyon Collection Services, Inc. (Treasurer), David Herer of ABCAmega, Inc. (Secretary), George Bresler of GB Collects LLC, and
Humberto Matz of Creditors Adjustment Bureau.

On March 26, 2019 Dun & Bradstreet
named Neeraj Sahai President of Dun
& Bradstreet International and Gil
Shaked Chief Technology officer.
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CRF
Friends of the Foundation
2019

George Angelich — (212) 457-5423
george.angelich@arentfox.com

Rafael X. Zahralddin — (302) 384-9401
rxza@elliottgreenleaf.com

Scott Blakeley — (949) 260-0612
seb@blakeleyllp.com

Bruce S. Nathan — (212) 204-8686
bnathan@lowenstein.com

Jay Indyke — (212) 479-6080
jindyke@cooley.com

Brad Sandler — (302) 778-6424
bsandler@pszjlaw.com

This group of attorney firms, in addition to their intellectual
contributions, has stepped forward to offer financial support to the
Foundation, for which CRF and its members are very grateful.
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Credit Research Foundation
Credit Research Foundation
Credit Research
Platinum
Partners Foundation Platinum
PlatinumPartners
Partners

IAB Solutions LLC

®

®

The Credit Research Foundation is very fortunate to receive support
from our Platinum Partners. Their contributions and collaborative
efforts help the Foundation maintain activities at the level at which our
members have become accustomed.
While these firms and the services they provide are very familiar to our
members, you can learn more about them by clicking HERE.
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